APPENDIX 8.1

Description of Protected Structures in the Vicinity of the Proposed
Development Site
Description of Protected Structures
The following descriptions of the protected structures in the vicinity of the proposed
development site have been adapted from the Inventory of Architectural and
Industrial Heritage of the Dublin Docklands Area (1996) which was prepared on
behalf of the Dublin Docklands Development Authority by the School of
Architecture, UCD.
RPS Ref: 983 (also 3311)
Two-storey stone warehouse
Britain Quay / Green Street East, Dublin 2
Corner two-storey warehouse with two-bay façade to Britain Quay and five-bay side
elevation to Green Street East. The roof is pitched and covered with clay ridge tiles.
It is hipped at the west end with a gable parapet at the east end. The walls are
constructed of coursed rubble limestone with limestone ashlar quoins and brick
sawtooth eaves course; granite parapet coping to gable. There are brick swept
arches and reveals to first floor openings with limestone cills. The opes contain
aluminium windows. There are similar bricked-up opes to the ground floor in the
east elevation. There are later openings on the ground floor north elevation with
rendered surrounds. There are external metal surrounds to all openings.
It has been valued in the Inventory of Architectural and Industrial Heritage for its
Architectural and Group importance.
RPS Ref: 984 (also 3310)
Hailing Station
Britain Quay / Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2
Two-storey, single-bay, flat-roofed tower with single-storey, two-bay extension on
the west side. The walls are of brick construction and have been painted red. There
is a door at ground floor level on the north side with a window in each of the
elevations on the upper floor. There is a single chimney on the south side. The
single-storey extension has a pitched roof. There is a door and a blocked-up
opening in the north elevation of the extension. On the west side of the north
elevation of the extension, the brick wall has been partially demolished and tapers
down to ground level.

RPS Ref: 3302
Triple sea locks at the river entrance to Grand Canal Docks
Grand Canal Basin, Dublin 4
Group of three granite ashlar Georgian canal locks between the Grand Canal Dock
and the River Liffey. The walls are constructed of granite ashlar and have bullnosed ends. The lock gates in each lock are double gates with later replacement
walkways (steel walkways to the centre lock and timber to the side locks). The walls
of the locks are engraved, from the west to the east side: ‘Westmoreland Lock
1796’, ‘Buckingham Lock 1796’, ‘Camden Lock 1796’.
They have been valued in the Inventory of Architectural and Industrial Heritage for
their Group, Design/Aesthetic and Technical Innovation importance.
RPS Ref: 3313
Former lock-keeper’s cottage at Britain Quay
Grand Canal Docks, area including Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 4
Detached three-bay one-storey hailing station. Now derelict. The roof is pitched and
hipped with original slates which have been partially replaced with asbestos
cement. The chimney stacks are rendered and the building retains its cast-iron
gutters and down-pipes. The walls are rendered with roughcast side walls. The door
and all the windows have been boarded up. The stone window cills have been
painted and the surrounds to the windows on the north elevation have been
rendered.
It has been valued in the Inventory of Architectural and Industrial Heritage for its
Architectural, Group and Uniqueness/Rarity importance.
RPS Ref: 3318 (also 3557)
Three-gabled warehouses fronting Hanover Quay: brick with limestone
Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin
End of terrace triple-gabled, single-storey over semi-basement warehouse, with
dormer attic added c. 1975. The roof is triple pitched with gabled to the street, clad
with corrugated asbestos cement sheeting and with cast-iron hopper heads and
downpipes. Dormer sections added c. 1975. The walls comprise a granite ashlar
base and brown semi-vitrified brick Flemish bond façade, with granite string course.
Yellow brick raking courses and sawtoothing at gables. Coursed random rubble
east wall with red brick string courses. The timber double-leaf boarded doors, which
have strap hinges, are surrounded by brick swept arches with inner granite reveals.
The right-hand window has been converted to a door with concrete entrance steps.
The four-pane timber casement windows, which have been boarded up, are
surrounded by brick swept arches with inner yellow brick reveals and granite cills.
Openings on plinth have chamfered granite reveals which are now blocked up.

Bullseye openings in gables have yellow and red brick surrounds, two of which have
steel balconettes and all with later windows or extractor fans.
It has been valued in the Inventory of Architectural and Industrial Heritage for its
Architectural, Group and Technical innovation importance.
RPS Ref: 3558
Former Malt House
No.20 Hanover Quay, Dublin 2
Terraced seven-bay two-storey former malthouse which has been extensively
refurbished and converted to office use c. 1995. The roof is pitched with concrete
tiles c. 1995, and granite gable parapets. The red brick chimney stack is also c.
1995. The walls are of coursed random rubble construction with granite quoins.
There is a console with a lion mask over set into the wall, which was probably
salvaged from another building. The door openings are surrounded by brick swept
arches and granite ashlar reveals. Two large openings have been blocked up and
rendered and timber door boarded up c. 1995. On the south elevation, the loading
doors have been converted to windows. The windows are surrounded by brick
swept arches and reveals and painted stone cills. Metal-framed wire grilles are fixed
to the window openings. There is a plaque on the door c. 1995, that reads ‘Old Malt
House Grand Canal Basin 1796’.
It has been valued by Inventory of Architectural and Industrial Heritage for its
Architectural, Group and Technical innovation importance.
RPS Ref: 7710
Granite ashlar quay walls, stone setts, mooring rings, steps, bollards, lamp
standards and machinery
Sir John Rogerson’s Quay
The area of the quay behind the white-painted metal kerb is surfaced with setts and
inlaid crane tracks. The quay has recently undergone conservation and
refurbishment works which has included the erection of new stainless steel lamp
posts and litter bins. There is one metal mooring bollard and three of granite and a
number of mooring hooks and rings. There are steps down to the water at the
junction with Britain Quay with the facing quay wall stepped back to echo the line of
the steps.
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Plate 8.1: The Hailing Station (a protected structure), at the corner of Sir
John Rogerson’s Quay and Britain Quay.

